Wood Finishes
For Snowflake’s wood back, choose from nine standard wood stains, or stain-to-match at no upcharge.

Laminates
Select from our 15 standard laminates, or choose from any standard Wilsonart, Nevamar, Formica, Arborite or Pionite laminates at no upcharge.

Metal Finishes
Frames can be finished in 76 Spectone colors from our line of powder epoxy coatings, including five textured finishes.
Creating a fun, safe kids’ environment is child’s play, thanks to Spec’s imaginative line of children’s furniture. Snowflake, Bean and Crayon offer a wide range of solutions for any area where little ones gather. With playful and inviting shapes, sizes and finishes to choose from, our collection is your playground!

Snowflake chairs and snowflake-shaped tables are stackable. Round and square-shaped tables (non-stackable) are also available.

Bean tables and stools are available with PVC edges, which can be specified in 28 colors.

Crayon tables are standard with round tops. Square and rectangular tops are also available.